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Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club,

10709 Memorial Drive,

Houston, Texas

77024

In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :

Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
E-Excellent
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
materiaL
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor

What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long_ did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closestquarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
materiaL
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form .

Name of Registered Course:

Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizing the Trucking Industry

TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _~9~6:..!..1~58::....__________________
Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ ____!_T.!..!h~e-=B~a~s~se~t:!..t_,_F'"'-'irm'-'-'------------------Provider Number: ~==~------32891
Course Beginning Date: _ ____::::S~ep~t~e!.!.m~b~e!....r.!..;17:....1'-=2~0..:...14_:_____ Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:

RIMS, Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston. Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
\.
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
\.
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
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How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
I\.
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E- Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional sp~eeded, ple'2use the back of the form.
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Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _~9~6:..L15~8o!.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ ____!_T.!..!h~e-=B~a~s~se~t:!...t_,_F'"'-'irm'-'-'------------------Provider Number:--=3::28::..:9"-1,___ _ _ __
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September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive. Houston. Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :

Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in ~~rse\
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. P~se evaluate rour instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
~nowledge, col'];lmunication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
( E-Excelle_DV' G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _ _:>!.-96~1.!...!=5!..:::8:.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Course Beginning Date:._--=S_,._e""'pt=e.:..:..m=b=e.:....r_,_17'-''-=2=0-=-14-'---- Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS. Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive. Houston. Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following:
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _ _9~6~1!...!:5~8:.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ ____,_T!..!.h,_e_,B'""'a""s""'se,_,to!...t.!. ._F,_,_,irme!. !.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provider Number:_.::::.32::.;8:::..:9=<-1,___ _ _ __
Course Beginning Date :_~S~ep~t:.:::.e!.'-'m'-"'b-><-e,_r1_,_,7'-'-'-=2c::c0...:...14-'--_ _ _ Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club, 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston, Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
X
't(
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
)(
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
)(
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
)(
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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E-Excellent
G-Good
P-Poor
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How lonQ did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizing the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ ___,9~6'-'-1-'::..58~----------------Name of Registered Provider: _ _ _ _ _--!_T!..!.he~B~a~s~se~t~t!..._F""'irm'-'-'---------------Provider Number:----!::3:.=2c.:::Bc.:::9..:...1_ _ _ _ __
Course Beginning Date :. _--=S.,..e~=<-pt:..::=:e.:..:.m=b=e.:....r_,_17:....1'-=2=0-=-14-'----- Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS. Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston, Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following:
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
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Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
/
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
./
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
o/
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
./
What helped you the most in this course? ~ . 1{
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the' preparation, organization,
rnmmunication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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G-Good
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the T ruckin g Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _ _~96!:!..1~5~8:...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ _ _T!..!h~e!....!B~a~s~s~e~tt...!...F.!!.ir.!..!.m!.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive. Houston. Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following:
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin Jlromptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (!:lenerally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
E-Excellent
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this cou rse.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form .

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizing the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _ _!!-.96~1!...::5::..:::8:..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Registered Provider: _ _ _ _ _ _T...!..!..!.he"'---"'B""a"""ss"'"'e~t_,_t'-Fi'"'-'rm_,_,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provider Number: ~==~----------32891
Course Beginning Date :_~S~e.f::.pt.!.::e:.!..!m-'-=b....,e:..:...r__,_1-'-7.1..-',2:.:0,_1'--4,____ _ _ Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS. Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston, Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
kA~~t' communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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F-Fair
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
/
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate th~. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
(tL::Exce!lent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizing the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _ _::f._96~1~5~8:....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Provider Number:____,3.::.28""'9~1,___ _ _ __
Course Beginning Date:_~S~ep~t~e!.!.'m~b::!...e!....r1.!. .!7:. . 1.,...:::2~0...!...14..!__._ _ _ Course Completion Date:

September 17 2014
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Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston, Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate you r instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s): _ _ _ _ _ _~9~6~1~58::.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ ____!_T.!..!h~e-=B~a~s~se~t~t.!.._F!!.Cirm~--------------Provider Number:.---=3:..:2~8..::::9..!.1_ _ _ _ __
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September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club, 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston, Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course . This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
E-Excellent
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially diHerent from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed , please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _:>!--96~1~5~8~------------------

Provider Number:----"'3=-28:::<-;9~1,____ _ _ __
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, 2=0=-1'--4'------ Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS. Houston Racquet Club. 10709 Memorial Drive. Houston. Texas 77024
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
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Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
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Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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F-Fair
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
materiaL
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following:

Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. his should be your overall reaction to the prep ration, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
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Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
II additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
c7tication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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G-Good
F-Fair
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
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Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
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Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
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Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)_?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different trom questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
material.
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
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Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encourage class participation?
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course . This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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. Did the class meet at the announced time?
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Did the class beQin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
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Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
J
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
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Did the instructor encourage class participation?
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Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
E-Excellent
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor

What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Location of the Classroom Presentation:
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In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :

Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
Did the class begin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)?
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
Did the instructor encouraQe class participation?
Did you lind the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.
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Did the class meet at the announced time?
,..,...
Did the class beQin promptly and resume promptly after breaks and/or lunch?
Did the class meet for the required number of contact hours (generally, 1 hour of credit per 1 hour of approved content)? '-"""'
Was the material presented in a clear and concise manner?
~
i/.
Did the instructor encouraQe class participation?
v
Did you find the student materials and/or audio/visual aids useful to you?
What helped you the most in this course?
V&v~
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Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction t6 the preparatiorf. organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
E-Excellent
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor
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Mike H. Bassett
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor

What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _~9~6:..!.1~68~----------------Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ ___!_T!..'.h~e-=B~a~s~se~t~t.!. _F!!_Cirm!. !. !.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provider Number:~3:::2.::::8.::::9..!..1_ _ _ _ __
Course Beginning Date :_--=S..::.ep"'-"t'-='e~m=b=e'--r"""'17:....1,-=2=0-=-14-'--_ _ _ Course Completion Date:

September 17, 2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS. Houston Racquet Club, 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston. Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :

Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
knowledge, communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
E-Excellent
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor

Mike H. Bassett
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Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
-k
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
l(l/) P1
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
;,_1 )~
How lonQ did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour). \ j \'A
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the I"' 1
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor

What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

Name of Registered Course: Monster Trucks: How Plaintiff's Lawyers Are Villainizinq the Trucking Industry
TDI Course Number(s):_ _ _ _ _ _-~96~1~5~8~-----------------Name of Registered Provider:_ _ _ _ _ _T!...!.h~e~B~a~s~s~etll.t..!..F.!!.ir!.!_m!..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provider Number:____::::3.=.28~9~1!------Course Beginning Date :_~
S~
e~pt~e:!!.m.!!:b~e~r...!.1.!...71...!,2~0~1~4'----_ _ _ CourseCompletion Date:

September 17,2014

Location of the Classroom Presentation:
RIMS, Houston Racquet Club, 10709 Memorial Drive, Houston, Texas 77024
In order to improve continuing education courses, please answer the following :

Please evaluate your instructor for each part of the course. This should be your overall reaction to the preparation, organization,
communication and attitude toward subject matter and students. Rate organization, knowledge and attitude separately.
k wl
E-:8.
G-Good
F-Fair
P-Poor

Mike H. Bassett
Was the text written in a clear and concise manner?
Was the final examination a comprehensive examination of the entire course content?
Were the final exam questions substantially different from questions in the course material or review exams?
How long did it take you to read the text and complete the final examination (round down to the closest quarter hour).
Please evaluate the text. This should be your overall reaction to the quality, presentation, and appropriateness of the
material.
E-Excellent G-Good F-Fair P-Poor
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What helped you the most in this course?

Comments
Please make any comments you think the Provider and Department of Insurance should know to evaluate the effectiveness of this course.
If additional space is needed, please use the back of the form.

